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Agile Project methodology which Jira is based on 
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Bitbucket Version control tool, created by Atlassian 

Board A table of Issues  

Confluence 

 Documentation tool, created by Atlassian 

Epic Issue type used in Jira 

Gadget A reporting tool, where different configurations can be made to follow the project 

Integration When two or more systems are communicating together 
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QA Review Quality assurance review, a.k.a. internal review for a task 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis will focus on the project management and development tool Jira Software (“Jira”) and 

creating the best practices of using Jira in the client company. The thesis will study the best ways 

of using Jira functionalities and the result of the thesis will give the client company clear guidelines 

on how to use Jira most efficiently in the company’s IT and system development projects.  

The thesis is done for the author’s employer company, where the author has been employed since 

2020. The company is a Finnish based IT and system development organization, it has offices in 

five different countries, mainly in the Nordics, and it has over 350 employees. The company’s 

yearly revenue is more than 44 million euros and they operate in three different key areas: 

discrete manufacturing, process industries and logistic and retail.  

In order to keep the scope of the thesis more manageable, the thesis will focus on creating the 

best practices for a specific business area and the Jira usage of the other two business areas of the 

client company will not be analyzed. As the client company is using Jira in both implementation 

projects and as a service desk tool, it will cover the best practices for both ways, but focusing more 

on implementation projects as requested by the client. The thesis will also include the add-ons and 

extensions that Jira has to offer and evaluate the need and usefulness for them for this specific 

company.  

The thesis will answer the following questions: 

 What are the business area’s employee’s current experiences on using Jira?  

 What is the best way to use Jira in the business area?  

 In what ways should Jira be used in the business area to help lower project costs? 

 In what ways should Jira be used in the business area to make the project life cycle more 

efficient?  

 What are the differences between using Jira in an implementation project versus as a 

service desk tool?  

By answering these questions, the outcome of the thesis will be guidelines on using Jira in the 

client company’s chosen business area. 
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2 Jira software 

This chapter will give a glance at the history of Jira Software and explain the scenario for which the 

tool was created. The chapter will also describe the best practices for using Jira, by explaining the 

tools it holds, as it is meant by the creators of Jira. The last subchapter will cover the extensions of 

Jira.  

Jira is an agile project management tool which supports, in addition to the widely known Scrum 

and Kanban, any agile methodology the user would prefer. Agile as a word means adaptiveness 

and response to change. As a project management methodology, it encourages to accept and 

adapt to change. With Agile the team creates their own set of conventions that they all agree to 

follow and focuses on team members doing the work and how they work together. (AgileAlliance, 

n.d.; Atlassian, n.d.-a) 

2.1 History of Jira 

The first version of Jira software is published by an Australian software company called Atlassian. 

The co-founders, Mike Cannon-Brooks and Scott Farquhar started Atlassian in 2001 as a tech 

support service and the tool, Jira, was originally designed for their own software developers. The 

co-founders decided to start selling the tool in addition to their support service in 2002. Since its 

beginning, the usage of Jira has spread to companies from various fields. Today it is used in 190 

countries by over 180 000 users. More than 400 of the Fortune 500 companies use Atlassian’s 

products. Jira has many purposes, the most common one is to use Jira as a project, task, and 

product management tool. It is widely used also as a bug tracking, software development, DevOps, 

and Agile teams’ tool. (Atlassian, n.d.-m; Saleh, 2021) 

2.1.1 Development of Jira 

As the tool has been used already for more than 20 years, it has had constant development and 

crucial milestones over the years. Today, Jira consists of three main aspects. Jira Work 

Management is the framework on which other functionalities are built on top and it is the tool for 

project management in general. Jira Software brings agile project management features on top of 

Jira Work Management. Jira Service Management is the tool to use in service desk or IT 
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operations. Figure 1 shows the most important milestones from Atlassian’s history that have the 

biggest impact to modern day Jira. (Saleh, 2021) 

Figure 1 Development points of Jira (Saleh, 2021) 

 

Confluence is the first extension of Jira. It was published in 2003 and it was created for a 

development collaboration platform. Subchapter 2.3.1. will describe Confluence in more detail. In 
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2021, Jira Work Management and Jira Service Desk Management are created. (Atlassian, n.d.-k; 

Saleh, 2021; Slack, 2017)  

2.1.2 The differences of the three main aspects of Jira 

The three main aspects of Jira are Jira Core or Jira Work Management, Jira Software and Jira 

Service Desk. All the three aspects have the same look and feel, providing a consistent experience, 

and they can be purchased either together or separately. (Akeles, n.d.) 

Jira Work Management is the core of Jira, and it is directed to business projects and non-technical 

teams such as business users, legal, HR, Marketing, Finance and Operations Teams. Jira Work 

Management could be used for example to track advertising campaigns, on-boarding new 

employees, task management, workflow approvals, change requests and in general project team 

collaborations. It has pre-made templates for project, process, and task management and it is a 

stripped down version of Jira software to make it less confusing to business users. (Akeles, n.d.) 

Jira software is intended for developers by adding the integration of developer tools such as 

Bitbucket. The targeted users for Jira software are software developers, Scrum Masters, Project 

Managers and Quality Assurance Engineers. Jira software could be used in Agile and basic software 

development projects, bug tracking, and in product management. In addition to the templates in 

Jira Work Management, Jira software includes Scrum, Kanban, and basic software development 

templates. (Akeles, n.d.) 

Jira Service Desk, on the other hand, is targeted to customers, help desk agents, call center 

managers, non-technical users and for IT helpdesk, helpdesk ticketing, incident, change, and 

problem management. Jira Service Desk is recommended to be integrated with Atlassian 

Confluence for integrated ticketing tool and knowledge base. It is also good to note that some 

features are not accessible by the End users, such as editing tickets, workflow status transit, 

searching, and dashboards. Jira Service Desk includes IT and Basic Service Desk templates and the 

same templates as Jira Work Management. (Akeles, n.d.)  
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2.2 Using Jira 

The fundamentals of using Jira are projects, boards, issues, and workflows. The following 

subchapters will dive deeper into all the fundamentals to get the understanding of how Jira 

software is meant to be used. (Saleh, 2021) 

2.2.1 Projects 

A project is defined as a combination of agreed objectives that are set to be accomplished in a 

fixed time. In Jira Software a project is described as a container that organizes and tracks all the 

tasks that are required to finish the project. A project in Jira software is customizable so it can fit 

the needs for all kinds of teams and projects. Issues, people, and workflows are the key elements 

of a project. Issues describe what needs there are for the project. People to describe who will do 

the needed tasks and workflows to help the project management to follow the status of the 

project. Each Jira project includes, by default, at least one board. Jira software offers multiple 

project templates from the most popular Kanban and Scrum boards to more tailored templates for 

specific teams like HR or marketing. Project boards are opened in more detail in subchapter 2.2.2. 

(Atlassian, n.d.-o; Simplilearn, 2023)  

Jira has two types of projects, a Team-Managed project and a Company-Managed project and they 

differ in the way they are managed. The Team-Managed project is for simplified projects and for 

teams who want to be in more control of their processes and practices. The Company-Managed 

projects are directed to teams who want to work across multiple teams and multiple projects. 

Company-Managed projects should be used when company management wants the company to 

follow the same best practices throughout the company. Team-Managed projects are all individual 

projects, and the settings can be changed without affecting other projects under the company’s 

Jira. When updating the Company-Managed project settings, all the projects opened under the 

same company’s Jira will have the same settings. The Company-Managed projects are managed by 

the company’s named admins when the Team-Managed projects are managed by anyone in the 

team. (Atlassian, n.d.-o)  
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2.2.2 Boards 

Jira software boards are used to visualize the project teams’ tasks on cards that can move 

between columns. The columns represent the status of the task and make it easier for the team to 

follow the tasks and project progress. Task cards are called issues, which will be processed in more 

detail in subchapter 2.2.3. Each project board will be created with default columns of “To Do”, “In 

Progress” and “Done”, but statuses can be modified, deleted, or added new once. The pre-

configured Jira boards are Kanban and Scrum, but besides those, Jira also offers pre-made 

templates, which anyone can use. The pre-made templates go from Project management to 

recruitment to tracking budget creation. The templates can be found by simply searching the 

Internet with keywords “Jira templates”. (Atlassian, n.d.-aa, n.d.-n)  

Kanban template visualizes the work with simple but powerful board. Kanban template is created 

for teams who focus on creating continuous workflow. Scrum board on the other hand is created 

to break down large pieces of work into smaller, manageable pieces. The basics of Scrum is to 

divide the work into sprints that are a fixed period where agreed number of issues are delivered. 

The Scrum template also includes a board where the team can organize the workload based on 

priority. Project teams that work with large projects or multiple workstreams, can use cross-

project boards to track and manage different types of work more easily. (Atlassian, n.d.-o, n.d.-aa) 

Jira boards allows the creation of filters with JQL to only see issues that the user would like to 

analyze. JQL or Jira Query Language is made to ask complex questions by creating queries. The 

queries can be very basic e.g., JiraKey-001 (to search for a specific issue, from a specific project) or 

more advanced queries where Jira editor helps the user by giving hints while the query is typed. 

An example of an advanced query is  shown in Program code 1.  

Program code 1 An example of an advanced query 

Priority in (Medium) AND project in (ProjectX) AND assignee is EMPTY 
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The Program code 1 will filter out all issues with priority medium from Project X that has no 

assignee. The JQL and Structured Query Language (SQL) are very similar and those who have used 

SQL are able to easily understand and execute JQL queries. The filters can be saved to make them 

easier to access again. (Amoeboids, n.d.; Atlassian, n.d.-x, n.d.-p; AWS, n.d.)  

2.2.3 Issues and issue types 

Jira issues are used to manage the project tasks. Issues can help the project team to manage code 

and estimate and track workload. Issue types are story, bug, and task. Projects created in Jira will 

by default come with one parent issue type, Epic. Each issue will have their own unique key, which 

consists of a project key and a sequence number. The project key is created during the project 

creation and consists of alphanumerical characters. The project key needs to be at least two 

characters and start with an uppercase letter. By default, each of the three main aspect of Jira 

consists from different issues and issue types. (Atlassian, n.d.-ac, n.d.-y) 

Issues can be divided hierarchically in three levels: Epic issues, which are the parent issues, 

standard issues that include bugs, tasks, and stories, and lastly, subtask issues. Subtasks are used 

to break down the other types of issues, which can be helpful for example in cases where one 

issue needs to be worked on by multiple team members. Subtasks are not included in time 

tracking and issue views are limited to show only 500 subtasks at a time. Subtask can be converted 

to an issue if there is a need for more closer follow up or the subtask is holding the issue 

resolution. An issue can also be converted as a subtask, if it is in the end seen as a part of bigger 

task. Subtasks can only be used if they have been enabled by the company administrators. A 

subtask will inherit project, security level and sprint value (if used) from the parent task. A parent 

issue can be either a bug, a story, or a task type of issue. (Atlassian, n.d.-y, n.d.-h) 

Epic is a large structure of work that can be broken down to smaller pieces of work, for example to 

user stories or tasks. Epics can be tracked on multiple boards and are targeted to guide multiple 

teams towards the same goal. Epics are usually used flexibly over the project sprints and updated 

according to the needs of the project team and customer feedback. An Epic can be created 

multiple ways, but with each way there are two fields that are mandatory: Epic name and Epic 

summary. Epic name will be shown in as a label in each issue that belongs to a certain Epic. Epic 
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summary will be shown as an identifier for the Epic, whenever Jira shows the specific Epic. (Drozd, 

n.d.; Rehkopf, n.d.-a)  

Epics can be used to either break down a project to manageable pieces or to collect and store 

smaller pieces of tasks together. It is though recommended to use Epics only one way per project, 

to make it less confusing for the team. Epics should also only be created when they are planned to 

be finished, to make the Epic report and Epic panel more readable. (Idalko, n.d.) 

A story or user story is used specially in development projects to describe a software feature from 

the end user perspective. User stories are often formed by answering the three questions of: “To 

whom?, What? and Why?”.  A user story should be informal general explanation of a feature that 

should be built during the project. User stories have multiple benefits that include keeping the 

focus on the end-user, they enable collaboration, create momentum, and drive creative solutions. 

When working with user stories, the team breaks the story down to smaller tasks, estimates the 

tasks and by the created estimates, the team can now decide which stories can be included in the 

next sprint. (Rehkopf, n.d.-b) 

When software development team member or a user finds that something is not working in their 

system, they can record it by creating a bug or a task type issue. Tasks are meant to represent 

work that needs to be done and bugs are meant to report a problem that impairs or prevents the 

functions of the system. Bugs are mainly used in Jira Service Desk type of projects. (Atlassian, n.d.-

e, n.d.-y) 

2.2.4 Workflows 

A workflow is the path that an issue takes when it moves from the creation of the issue to the 

point that there is no more work left for that specific issue. The workflow consists of a set of 

statuses and transitions that the issue moves through during the process of working the issue. 

With a Team-Managed project the project admins can create, edit, or delete the workflows inside 

that Team-Managed project. In Company-Managed project the company’s Jira Administrator with 

global permissions can edit or create a more advanced workflow. (Atlassian, n.d.-z)  
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2.3 Reports and dashboards 

This chapter will dive into the reports and dashboards that Jira offers. The chapter will give basic 

information on what kind of reports and dashboards Jira has and how to create them. The 

subchapter 2.3.1 dives deeper into Jira reports and subchapter 2.3.2 opens up the usefulness of 

Jira dashboards.  

2.3.1 Reports 

Each Jira project includes in total 12 standard reports from time tracking, user workload report, 

resolution time report to created vs resolved issue report, to mention a few. These 12 reports are 

available without any need for user configuration. In addition to the standard reports, Jira offers 

the creation of custom gadgets to create more detailed reports and dashboards (dashboards are 

explained in subchapter 2.3.2). To create a new gadget the user can create query in the issue 

navigation page (queries are covered in subchapter 2.2.2. Boards). The query will be shared with a 

reporting gadget which will then be transferred to different kinds of charts to show the data more 

visually. There are more than 20 pre-installed Jira gadgets, and many other gadgets are available 

that will retrieve data from other Atlassian systems. (Atlassian, n.d.-r)  

Jira reports are divided into three categories: Scrum, Kanban, and work management. For Scrum 

teams there are four pre-made reports to use, sprint report, burndown chart, release burndown 

and velocity chart. For Kanban teams Jira offers cumulative flow diagram and control chart report. 

Work management has two categories, issue analysis and forecast & management. Issue analysis 

reports help identify trends by focusing on following topics: average age report, created vs resolved 

issues report, pie chart report, recently created issues report, resolution time report, single level 

group by report and time since issues report. Lastly, the forecast & management has time tracking 

report, user workload report and version workload reports to choose from. (Atlassian, n.d.-s) 

2.3.2 Dashboards 

Jira dashboards collect all the created gadgets and pre-installed data displays into one place. A 

dashboard can hold information from one or multiple projects and they can be either private or 

shared. Dashboards are modifiable, the administrator can decide on how many columns they want 
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to show the gadgets on, in which order they are shown and if they want to show only the default 

gadgets or create gadgets by themselves. (Atlassian, n.d.-ab, n.d.-q) 

2.4 Atlassian’s other applications and Jira integrations 

This chapter will describe Atlassian’s other products and how they work with Jira. Atlassian has 

also made integrations to Jira with other system providers and those will be covered in this 

chapter as well.  

Atlassian has other products besides of Jira and they can be divided in four different categories: 

Products for all teams, which include Jira (and its different aspects), Opsgenie, and Statuspage. 

Collaborating tools, that include Confluence, Trello, and Atlas. Tools for development team are: 

Bitbucket, SourceTree, Compass, Bamboo, Fisheye, and Crucible. Lastly Atlassian has three 

products for security and identity: AtlassianAccess, Crowd, and Beacon that is still in beta use. The 

following chapters will dive deeper with Confluence, Bitbucket and lastly give understanding of the 

extend of the possible integrations offered to connect Jira with. (Atlassian, n.d.-t) 

2.4.1 Confluence 

Confluence is a workspace created for teams to share knowledge, collaborate, create, and 

organize their work. It is suitable for teams of all sizes and types. Depending on the needs of the 

team, Confluence can be located either in the Cloud, Data Center, or your own server. All the work 

stored in Confluence, lives in Pages and there are templates for almost any kind of content. The 

pages are stored in workspaces where the team can collaborate and keep their content organized. 

(Atlassian, n.d.-g) 

For integrated use of Jira and Confluence the site admin can create the link between the two tools 

and there is no longer a need to share files, folders, or drives between team members as everyone 

has direct access to the documentation. It is also possible to add, view and edit Confluence pages 

inside Jira, without having the need to even switch to the Confluence side. The connection also 

works the other way, issues can be created from Confluence by typing “/jira” while editing a page 

in Confluence. It is also possible to track Jira issues in Confluence by pasting a link to a Jira issue 

and after being published, the confluence page will show the details of the issue. Jira roadmap can 

also be added a Confluence page to share the team’s planned work and to provide status updates. 
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From the linked Jira project, it is also possible to create Jira template issue reports to a Confluence 

page to have improved visibility to the whole team and across all stakeholders. All these 

integrations are created to help find everything in one place without having the need to manually 

copy and paste content from tool to another. (Atlassian, n.d.-v) 

The most common way of using Confluence and Jira together is to use it with Jira Service 

Management as a knowledge base. The knowledge base gives the service management team a 

place to store all project-related information and knowledge. Every new team member can easily 

find the needed information for the specific project. The customer can have access to the help 

center and it can be used to share information and articles for the customer. By creating a 

restricted page, the information of the specific page won’t appear in the Confluence help center, 

but is accessible for the team that has been granted access to it. (Atlassian, n.d.-u, n.d.-w) 

The Confluence knowledge base can be standardized with templates and customized with project 

specific logo. As in other Confluence pages, Jira issues can be linked to the knowledge base to 

track specific issues. By labeling the content in Confluence, it will be easier to find related 

information. The integration between Confluence knowledge base and Jira Service management 

can also be utilized by creating a new article directly from a service desk issue. Knowledge base 

articles can also be recommended in Jira Service Management side, when customers for example 

starts typing their request by enabling auto-search. Confluence provides an opportunity to also 

track the success of the knowledge base articles by creating reports that illustrate for example 

how often an article is shared, viewed, or voted as helpful. A knowledge base article can be so 

helpful that it solves the request entirely before it is even created. (Atlassian, n.d.-u) 

2.4.2 BitBucket cloud 

Bitbucket cloud is a cloud hosted tool where the entire software team can collaborate with the 

project code. BitBucket is integrable with Jira, it has built-in CI/CD, and it is a native Git tool. CI/CD 

comes from continuous integrations/continuous delivery or deployment. CI/CD is software 

development and deployment practice that relies on incremental code changes and automation to 

deliver changes fast and error free to production. Git is a version control system that tracks the 

changes made to the files stored in Git. As it allows changes made by multiple people to be 
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merged into one source, it makes the teams collaboration easier. (Atlassian, n.d.-f; NobleDesktop, 

2022; Synopsys, n.d.) 

Bitbucket and Jira can be integrated for seamless workflow. Jira issues can be created, updated, 

commented, and explored without leaving Bitbucket. With automated rules, Jira issues can be 

updated without the developer needing to do anything extra than working the code through 

Bitbucket. Atlassian offers a complete tool selection for DevOps teams with Bitbucket, Jira 

Software, Confluence and Opsgenie. DevOps is a software development methodology that  

combines both development and operations to build and deploy software iteratively and faster. 

Opsgenie is an Atlassian tool for incident management. (Atlassian, n.d.-d, n.d.-ad; GitLab, n.d.) 

2.4.3 Jira integrations 

There are over 3 000 different types of software that can integrate with Jira. The integrated 

systems are called either apps, add-ons, or plugins. All the needed integrable apps can be found 

from Atlassian Marketplace. Jira is integrable with the most known tools providers such Slack, 

Microsoft, Google and Zoom. From Marketplace, you can also find more smaller market apps. 

Most of the integrable tools are easy to set up and free. (Atlassian, n.d.-l) 

As an example of tools and apps that can be integrated with Jira for design teams Atlassian 

recommends software’s like AdoveXD, Invision, Figma and Gliffy. These can be used by attaching 

the created designs to Jira issues and Confluence pages. With the integrations you can include 

specifications, assets and guides directly with the design file. Communication will be smoother 

with two-way information sharing and the design team will be able to get feedback on the design 

directly from the Jira ticket. (Atlassian, n.d.-i) 

For IT teams Atlassian recommends tools like Dynatrace, GitHub, Slack. These tools are used for 

monitoring, supporting, and maintaining the IT infrastructure. By integrating the existing 

software’s and support channels, you will be able to create a single customer portal for 

streamlined workflows. (Atlassian, n.d.-b) 

Business teams could benefit from integrating to apps like Slack, Microsoft office tools, Gmail, and 

Atlassian’s own products Trello and Confluence. With the recommended integrations you would 

be able to for example forecast release date, get visibility across multiple projects, linked issues, 
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and relationships between issues. Managing various sizes of projects will be easier by integrating 

with different tools and having a simple one glance place for all the projects. (Atlassian, n.d.-j) 

The software development team’s work can be improved by having custom automation, 

integrated test management and quick code review. For these tasks Atlassian recommends 

connecting Jira with for example BitBucket Cloud, Optimizely, Jenkins and LaunchDarkly. The add-

ons can be used to track the development activities on Jira issues, to access code quickly by 

syncing the teams work to a project in Jira or by dashboards with real-time data to improve the 

team’s performance. (Atlassian, n.d.-c) 
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3 Conducting the best practices 

The purpose of this thesis is to create best practices for using Jira in client company’s business 

area. The best practices will be used in implementation projects that vary from small projects that 

last for a few months to big, multisite, and multiyear projects. The best practices will be 

instructions for project managers and developers to follow, update and manage the project tasks 

the same way using the same tool in projects throughout the business area. The theory of using 

Jira is gathered from the internet, mainly from Jira’s creators own webpage. As a part of the 

knowledge base for this thesis, a user experience survey is conducted for the business area’s 

employees. The best practices are based on the user experience and on the theory of Jira.  

A participatory research type from the action study method was used for this thesis. Action study 

method means that the research will simultaneously try to answer the research questions and find 

a solution for them. This method was chosen to get a picture of the current obstacles and 

challenges of using Jira in client company’s chosen business area. By gathering the comments from 

current usage, the best practices created during the thesis would in best case help with the 

adaptation of the best practices and better answer the needs of the users. 

The theory of Jira from chapter 2 is the base for the best practices. The responses from the 

conducted survey gave insights in additions to the theory, on what topics the best practices should 

focus on, in addition to the basics of Jira. For example, difficulties with combining workload 

estimation was raised in few of the comments and because of that, it was one the topics that were 

focused on when creating the best practices. 

During the creation of the best practices, the instructions was gone through with the business area 

country director, two developers and one consultant to get comments from other roles and users 

besides the author of the thesis. These persons were selected to give comments, because of their 

experience in system development work and to get feedback from the roles who will be mostly 

using Jira based on the created best practices. The best practices were updated based on the 

comments of the other employees of the business area.  

The long-term goal of the best practices is to develop the day-to-day working methods in the 

business area by having a standard way of working in all the business area’s projects. As the 

company is growing steadily, the need for common guidelines is getting more important every 
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day. The best practices will be tested in the next project starting in the fall and updated if needed 

after seeing how the best practices work in practices. The best practices are focusing on 

implementation projects. The company also has service desk projects where Jira is being used, but 

those type of projects will be covered separately.  
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4 User experience survey 

To gather the user experiences, Microsoft Forms was used. It was selected as the tool, as it was a 

previously known tool for the author as well as the respondents.  As the comments needed to be 

anonymous, universal link was shared to all the resources in the business area. In total the survey 

was sent to 30+ people. The survey was open from Thursday 25th of May to Friday 2nd of June. The 

survey had in total four questions, three with ready-made answer options and the last one with 

open text answer:  

1. How long have you worked in the IT/system development industry? Include experience 

outside of current employer. 

2. In what role are you currently working in? 

3. Have you used Jira, either in a project and/or as a service desk tool? 

4. What kind of experience of using Jira do you have? What has been good, what could have 

been improved? 

This chapter will analyze the survey results to understand the current situation with using Jira in 

client company’s business area. First subchapter will dive into the respondents and the second 

subchapter will look at the open text answer received from the survey.  

4.1 User experience – background 

In total there were 21 responses to the survey and all the respondents have used Jira some way or 

another. As Figure 2 Maturity of the respondents describes, the maturity of the respondents is 

high, over 70 % of the respondents had more than six years of experience in working IT/system 

development industry. All the respondents also had more than one year of working experience.  
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Figure 2 Maturity of the respondents  

 

 

Highest number of responses, with one third of responses (7 out of 21) came from Project 

Management/Admin roles. Developers and specialists were the second highest role with only one 

less response. The Figure 3 Respondent roles shows how many responses were received per role. 

The left axis shows the number of responses per role and right axis shows percentage of the role 

from all responses.  
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Figure 3 Respondent roles  

 

 

Figure 4 Respondent role and maturity shows the maturity per role. As it was already clearly seen 

in the Figure 2 Maturity of the respondents, it can also be seen here that the maturity of the 

respondents is high. Only two role groups have resources from 1–3-year category and 4–5-year 

category.  
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Figure 4 Respondent role and maturity 

 

 

The two respondents in the other category described their role to be Business management and 

Tech Lead/Technical PM, System Architect.  

4.2 Open text answers 

From the open text answers, it can be clearly seen, that the respondents are happy to use Jira, but 

are missing the guidelines and best practices for using Jira. Some have mentioned that they would 

need more training to use Jira the most efficient way. All open text answers are attached as Annex 

2 and this chapter will analyze some of the responses.  

In Quatation 1 it is suggested that when using Jira in different kinds of projects, it depends on the 

project and the tasks for it to be able to use Jira efficiently. The Quatation 1 sums out the biggest 

issues in using Jira in the client company. The differences between projects are making it hard to 

use Jira the same way. The best practices should give guidelines on how to work with Jira in 

different kinds of projects and not only give strict instructions which needs to be followed in every 

project. 
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Quatation 1 Open text comment A 

“Used in 2 projects as well as ServiceDesk. In projects it is a good tool but not always easy to understand how to frame 
or scope the work to be done within an epic, story, task, subtasks etc. We try to work sprint based and use stories as 
amount of work. this works better and better but there are differences in a pure R&D IT project and a SCADA/MES 
project which makes it hard sometimes to use Jira in best way. We also try to use it as a way to track the time spent in 
project and only reference the issue id (e.g., HSL-123) in ERP system and keep all info and documentation in Jira. I think 
this is the way to go forward.” 

From Open text comment BQuatation 2-6 we can interpret that the respondents are content with 

using Jira as project management tool, but the users would require more training and the best 

practices to use Jira efficiently. From Quatation 2, it can be interpreting that one of the issues 

comes when there are multiple resources in one project, and they are updating Jira differently, 

which creates an issue with following the project.  

Quatation 2 Open text comment B 

“I think tool itself works fine and it's easy to communicate with people using it. However, I think that the processes 
around using Jira could be better, I think it's not clear to all exactly how we should update e.g. statuses and ticket 
owners” 

Quatation 3 Open text comment C 

“Workflow of working with tickets in sprints is good, you get presented with the most relevant information in an quite 
good intuitive way. What I think is not that good is how changing of the hours affect the sprint or overall project, you 
don't get feedback on how the change of tickets in a sprint affects the overall planning of the project in Jira. I'm also 
missing a good overview of the tickets all-in-all (the Backlog and Roadmap pages are not displaying the whole in an 
easy way).” 

Quatation 4 compares the differences between the client company’s Jira and customer Jira. This is 
a good example of why the best practices are needed, so that all the business area’s projects will 
have the same setup and configuration in the future. The goal for having the same setup for all the 
projects is to make it easier to create the project and work with it.  

Quatation 4 Open text comment D 

“I have been using some customer Jiras as developer and project manager, and Roima Jira as team lead/project 
manager. To my experience Jira is the best tool out there for managing tasks in various types of projects and project 
methodologies. My experience is that the difficulty is in selecting what kind of setup/configuration should be used in 
the types of projects that client company or business area is delivering. Business area  best practices are needed so that 
the tool would be used the same way in different projects.” 

Quatation 5 Open text comment E 

“Jira that The client company  uses feels too complicated, or there are choices that the meaning of those have not yet 
became familiar. Maybe because of that, I am a basic user and not admin/project manager. My first experience of Jira 
was with XX project that was maintained by customer and it feels easier. Could be that I have just gotten familiar with 
that version and all the others feel strange.” 

This comment was translated from Finnish by the thesis author.  
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Quatation 7 as well as Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. notes a problem with time 

management in the Jira Issues. This is one clear topic that needs to be taken into consideration 

when creating the best practices. The respondent with Quatation 7Error! Reference source not 

found. sees also a problem with issue overview in Jira and for that as well, the best practices will 

try to find a solution.  

Quatation 6 Open text comment F 

“In XX project we started to Use Jira to follow up the time. I, as a PM, had trouble figuring out how to use the reports. 
Time management was not self-explanatory, and we struggled to follow up sprints and epics. I am sure I can learn to 
work with this, but I need some education and training. Also, in Lessons Learned, we in the team discussed that we 
should redo the entire time plan from the original offer to the sprint plan. This is not unnormal, but not in practice in 
client company right now.” 

Quatation 7 Open text comment G 

“Workflow of working with tickets in sprints is good, you get presented with the most relevant information in an quite 
good intuitive way. What I think is not that good is how changing of the hours affect the sprint or overall project, you 
don't get feedback on how the change of tickets in a sprint affects the overall planning of the project in Jira. I'm also 
missing a good overview of the tickets all-in-all (the Backlog and Roadmap pages are not displaying the whole in an 
easy way).” 

4.3 Conclusions 

By looking at the analysis of the responses of the survey and analyzing the comments, it can be 

clearly seen that even with long experience in the field of IT and system development the tools 

used in projects are not put in their best usage without having a clear, unified way of working with 

them. From the comments it can also be concluded that Jira is highly valued tool but using it in 

different ways in different projects is not efficient. As one comment noted, the client company’s 

Jira should be used instead of customer Jira, to have full control over the configurations of Jira and 

to be able to follow the best practices created for the business area.  

The adaptation of the best practices could be difficult, as there are different kind of users and not 

all will agree on the created best practices. The best practices will be defined more when they are 

put to test in real life project. The best practices will be gone through with the whole business area 

employees and the material will be shared with the users. It is important for the project manager 

in particular to follow the instructions and make sure the rest of the team will follow them as well.  

Few problems, for example time management and the lack of instructions, can be easily identified 

from the comments. The time management is one of the already before identified topic that need 
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to be addressed with the best practices to help with the usage of Jira in the business area. In 

addition to time management, the best practices will make the decision on what issue types and 

how they are going to be used in the client company’s business area. A standard workflow and 

dashboard will also be created, which can be copied from project to project to help the project 

manager with the project setup.  
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5 Best practices for using Jira in client company  

In this chapter the best practices are created by using the same structure as was in chapter 2, the 

theory of Jira. The best practices of using Jira will be based on the theory of Jira that is covered in 

chapter 2 and the open text responses from chapter 4, but the best practices will also take the 

Company’s current processes into consideration. The best practices will focus on the 

implementation projects and cover the service desk side only when they overlap.  

5.1 Using Jira 

Currently Jira is used in most of the projects in client company’s business area. It is used as an 

implementation and service desk tool, but each project has been created more on the need basis 

and there have not yet been any guidelines on how to use Jira. The subchapters of this chapter will 

describe the ways of configuring Jira for projects, boards, issues and issue types, and workflows. 

The best practices are written here in text format and the instructions for the users are attached 

as Annex 3. The best practices will give instructions on how to request a new project from the 

company’s Jira admins and how to create new board, what issues to be used, how to configure the 

needed reports and automation and what kind of workflow will be used.  

The projects in client company’s business area vary from small projects that last few months to 

projects that lasts multiple years and cover multiple sites in different countries. The Figure 5 

describes the Company’s best practices on running a project regardless of the size of the project. 

The best practices combine waterfall and agile project methods where agile is used during build 

and commissioning phase. Jira is used in agile deployment operations.  
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Figure 5 Client company’s project best practices 

 

The chosen business area will use Company-Managed Jira project as a standard. In special cases a 

project can be opened as a Team-managed project, but to have the same settings and ways of 

working the Company-Managed project is the one which will be used for customer projects.  

5.1.1 Boards 

By keeping the project best practices (described in Figure 5) in mind when using Jira, client 

company will use Kanban and Scrum boards in their projects. For smaller projects Kanban board is 

enough but bigger and longer projects will need both. In the business area, there are two types of 

projects, type 1 and type 2 that are followed in different ways. The usage of Jira will follow the 

same categorization, type 1 projects will have both Kanban and Scrum boards, and type 2 projects 

will have only Kanban board.  

The Scrum board will be used when the project uses Agile methodology to be able to utilize 

sprints. These two boards include all the necessary settings that are needed on a basic 

implementation project in the business area. Although Jira offers the possibility to create and use 

own templates for project boards, these two boards are commonly known and follow the Agile 

project methodology that is described to be the methodology for the projects in the business area 

(especially in build and commissioning phases of the project).  
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For issue statuses there will be a standard template that will be used in all the projects. The 

statuses are described in Figure 6 Issue statuses. Statuses run from a list of defined issues that are 

in design to backlog where the development team changes the issue to status in progress when 

the issue has been taken into development. When the developer is ready with the issue they will 

move it to QA (quality assurance) review. After QA review the issue status is changed to customer 

testing. When customer testing is ready the issue moves to status waiting for release. The final 

step is when issue is ready and deployed, it is moved to status Done. If QA or customer testing 

fails, the issue moves to status Failed in test, where the developer moves it to In progress when 

they start working with the issue again and the rest of the workflow will continue with same path.  

Figure 6 Issue statuses 

With standard issue statuses between the projects, the resources will be able to move more easily 

between the projects. They will have the same way of working with each project and there is no 

longer a need to learn a different way of working with each project. The requirement of updating 

the issues will be the same for each project and will be the normal way of working on a project. 

With updated issues the project manager will be able to see the project and issue status and 

intervene with the issues that seem to be lagging on the timeline.  

5.1.2 Issues and issue types 

Client company’s chosen business area will use Epics as the highest level of issue type and Tasks 

under the Epic to divide the high-level issue into smaller pieces. The workload estimates of certain 

Epics Tasks will be summed up in the Epics original estimate field by automation rule. The 

instructions for creating the rule are described in Annex 3. This will give an overall look on the size 

and workload of each Epic and the planning of the workload will be more straight forward. As 
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described in theory subchapter 2.2.3. Issues and issue types, Epics are not planned to be used as 

client company will use them, but it is seen that Stories and Subtasks are not the best way to work 

with Jira. The Subtask estimation will not be summed in the Story and the overall workload is not 

seen as clearly as it will be with Epics and Tasks. In the business area’s projects one Epic will 

describe one use case and Tasks below the Epic will break the use case into actual work tasks for 

the project team.  

When opening an Epic, the fields Epic name and summary are needed. These both will need to 

include the same information, as name is shown in the Tasks as a label and the summary is shown 

as the Epic identifier. When creating the project Tasks, Fix version and Components need to be 

filled in to utilize the reports and gadgets that are described in subchapter 5.2.1. 

5.1.3 Workflows 

Each project will have a standard workflow when the project is created, but that is too simple for 

the projects the best practices are created for. The workflow is formed from the issue statuses 

described in subchapter 5.1.2. A separate workflow template will be created by company Jira 

administrators and will be used for all projects in the business area. The standard workflow and 

the responsible roles for updating the statuses of the issues is shown in Figure 7 Jira workflow. 
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Figure 7 Jira workflow 

 

5.2 Reports and dashboards 

This chapter will describe the best practices for reports and dashboards. Overall goal is to have the 

same reports and dashboards shown the same way in each project. This will create a unified way 

of reporting the status of the projects to the team and to higher management level. With standard 

reports the deviations will be easier to spot out and take needed actions on those.  

5.2.1 Reports 

For standard reporting from project to another, Figure 8 Standard reports describes the reports 

that every project will use as a standard way of reporting. For project management purposes other 

reports can also be used on a need basis, but for best practice purposes the reports defined here 

will be the required reports. The Figure 8 Standard reports also describes the need of the report 

and on what field the report is based.  
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Figure 8 Standard reports 

  

Detailed instructions on creating the reports will be provided in the user manual attached as 

Annex 3.  

5.2.2 Dashboards 

A template dashboard which contains the gadgets described in subchapter 5.2.1 is created and 

shared in Jira with all the company users. It will be copied and updated to show data from a 

specific project. Instructions for updating the gadgets per project will be created and shared will all 

project managers in the business area (Annex 3). If needed, additional gadgets can be created for 

a project dashboard, but the template gadgets will be the minimum requirement for each project.  

5.3 Atlassian’s other applications and Jira integrations  

Atlassian has multiple other tools besides of Jira and in addition to their own tools Jira can be 

integrated with thousands of other applications. This chapter will explain the best practices for 

integrating Jira in the Client Company’s chosen business area.  

5.3.1 Confluence 

Confluence will not be included in the best practices or used in the client company at this point. 

There is a risk of confidential information to be shared outside the client company if the 

Confluence project is opened the wrong way. This could possibly cause liability issues with the 

client company’s customers and Confluence is seen not to be worth the risk.  
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5.3.2 BitBucket cloud 

The client Company uses a few different GIT -based version control tools and one of those is 

BitBucket. Version control tool is not included in the best practices created for using Jira as it 

differs too much between projects and systems that are developed. Version control best practices 

will be part of future development for the client company and the usage of Bitbucket will be 

analyzed more then. The need for version control best practices has been identified in the 

company.  

5.3.3 Jira integrations 

From the list of thousands of other applications that can be linked to Jira, Teams (Microsoft 

communication app) is decided to be the place where all project documentation will be stored. 

The issues can also be added as an attachment to meeting invitations and updated through Teams 

pages. The best practices will include instruction on how to integrate Jira and Teams, to be able to 

communicate the Jira issues directly from the team’s communication tool.  

It is also planned and investigated if the Company’s self-developed ERP system could be integrated 

with Jira for automated time tracking. The automated time tracking from Jira to the ERP system 

would help the development team with logging their hours without needing to manually include 

the issue keys in the hour bookings, giving the development team more time to focus on the 

actual development work. The development item is currently on the roadmap of  the discrete 

business area and will not be included in the best practices created during this thesis, but will be 

included in future, after the development work has been made.   
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6 Summary  

There were five research questions defined in the design phases of the thesis. The first question 

was answered by conducting the user experience survey and getting feedback from the current 

and future users. The second question is answered by creating the best practices during the 

process of the thesis. The created best practices are not written in stone and can change in the 

future, but for now, the business area has a common way of working with Jira in implementation 

projects.  

The third and fourth questions might not be that easily answered, at least not in short term, but 

with clear instructions on Jira configurations and issue follow up, the expectation is that project 

follow up and escalations will become more efficient and by that help lower the costs and life 

cycle of projects. To answer the fifth and last question, the differences between Jira software and 

Jira service desk are answered in the theoretical framework section of the thesis. The best 

practices are directed at using Jira software and the service desk tool is not included in the 

guidelines but will be covered in separate context.  

During writing the thesis I have learned more than expected, firstly about Atlassian as a company 

and what kind of tools they offer. Secondly, the best ways to use Jira software and how to develop 

the current usage with add-ons and integrations. And thirdly, the user experience survey 

responses were very informative on the need for the best practices for the company and the 

specific business area. Overall, the process of creating the best practices has been helpful for the 

current role I am working with and will surely bring value in the future as well, not only for me as a 

project manager but also for the Company and the business area.  

After the thesis is published a best practice session will be held for the business area’s employees 

to share the new guidelines. In the future, the best practices will be further developed by new 

integrations, tools and instructions as seen fit. If requested the ways of using Jira in the Company’s 

other two business areas will be evaluated and the best practices are extended to cover their 

processes as well.  
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Annex 1: Material management plan 

Permission to conduct the survey was sought from the selected business area’s country director in 
advance. The respondents were informed about the survey by email and in a meeting and all the 
respondents have chosen to respond to the survey. The survey was conducted by Microsoft Forms 
and the open text answers are processed to anonymize the commissioner and possible customer 
names. The background questions are processed to get understanding of the seniority and roles of 
the respondents.  

All the material collected and created during the thesis will be stored 1 year after the approval of 
the thesis, after which those are destroyed. All responses are anonym, and no response can be 
linked to a certain respondent. No personal information was collected during the thesis. The data 
was stored in the writer’s Google Drive during the thesis process and only the writer had access to 
the data.  

All materials and the results of the thesis are owned by the commissioner.  
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Annex 2 User experience responses 

This annex holds all the open text comments. Some of the comments have been modified to 
secure the confidentiality of either the Company, the respondent, or the customer.  

“Splitting projects into manageable tasks/tickets. Allocating them to a group of developers. And following the progress 
of the project in completion/time/problems. Giving (programming)tasks time-estimates usually requires some 
experience. Time to "make it work on my computer" is different than time to "I can prove it works and it is well 
documented". Also, interaction with previous and other systems is critical when introducing Jira. Version control, 
document management, billing, what have you, it is paramount to figure out which other systems to keep and what do 
lose.”  Developer/Specialist 

“Used in 2 projects … as well as service desk. In projects it is a good tool but not always easy to understand how to 
frame or scope the work to be done within an epic, story, task, subtasks etc. We try to work sprint based and use 
stories as amount of work. this works better and better but there are differences in a pure R&D IT project and a 
SCADA/MES project which makes it hard sometimes to use Jira in best way. We also try to use it as a way to track the 
time spend in project and only reference the issue id (e.g. HSL-123) in ERP system and keep all info and documentation 
in Jira. I think this is the way to go forward. I am happy to be involved with feedback and ideas if needed” Other 

“Start up training and set up videos. Trainings about how to effectively use JIRA and what features do we have in JIRA” 
Other 

“Briefly, But I heard from others that they are very satisfied.” Project Manager/Admin 

“I think tool itself works fine and it's easy to communicate with people using it. However I think that the processes 
around using Jira could be better, I think it's not clear to all exactly how we should update e.g. statuses and ticket 
owners” Business Consultant 

“I worked with jira as part of a project that used agile framework. Jira paired with the agile framework worked well in 
my opinion. It was easy to use and helped productivity and made planning of your day/week quite easy and simple. 
The kanban board functionality lets you see what work you have left as well as the other people in the project. This 
made it simple to follow the state of the project and also going through any possible blockers in daily meetings made 
progression smooth.” Developer/Specialist 

“Overall Jira seems to be quite intuitive and easy to use. Jira also has a comprehensive set of configuration tools. But 
cloud-version has some significant flaws: customer support portal is terrible in multi-project/customer environment 
and configurability is very limited.” Project Manager/Admin 

“Good: Very easy to start using, very clear views and visual tool for persons, that are not JIRA users. Improvements: 
some filters or reports bit tricky to create. And additional tools/plug-ins are payable.” Project Manager/Admin  

“I have worked with multiple ticketing system, but none as good as JIRA. Its easy to locate a ticket, very straight 
forward to raise the ticket. clear status is displayed of the ticket, add comments or attachments and a simple UI to 
follow” Technical Consultant 

“Seems ok when used correctly, heavy when used wrong. Setting the level of detail on the tickets seems essential. 
Often tickets had a lot of "sub issues", where a ticket is only accepted after all "sub" tickets are accepted. That makes 
the Kanban board bloated with tickets that were not moving. The statuses also do not always make sense in a project 
but require discussion which statuses are on us as developers or testers or on the customer. The tool is also missing a 
bit on the project KPI side, the custom dashboards that can be created are a bit lacking. That caused extra tracking 
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excels which is double work. The process of creating and managing the tickets is ok, and the interface is easy to learn. 
A Kanban is not something unique to Jira, though.” Business Consultant 

“Workflow of working with tickets in sprints is good, you get presented with the most relevant information in an quite 
good intuitive way. What I think is not that good is how changing of the hours affect the sprint or overall project, you 
don't get feedback on how the change of tickets in a sprint affects the overall planning of the project in Jira. I'm also 
missing a good overview of the tickets all-in-all (the Backlog and Roadmap pages are not displaying the whole in an 
easy way).” Technical Consultant 

“Project managing, ticketing. Jira is very clear, intuitive and easy to use. Don't have any improvement ideas” 
Developer/specialist 

“I have been using some customer Jiras as developer and project manager, and client company  Jira as team 
lead/project manager. To my experience Jira is the best tool out there for managing tasks in various types of projects 
and project methodologies. My experience is that the difficulty is in selecting what kind of setup/configuration should 
be used in the types of projects that client company or XXX is delivering. XXX best practices are needed so that the tool 
would be used the same way in different projects.” Project Manager/Admin 

”Jira jota Yritys X käyttää tuntuu liian monimutkaiselta, tai siellä paljon valintoja, joiden tarkoitus ei ole tullut tutuksi. 
Ehkä sen takia että olen vain peruskäyttäjä, enkä ylläpitäjä/projektinjohtaja. Ensimmäinen kokemukseni Jirasta oli … 
projektista (asiakkaan ylläpitämä) ja se tuntuu selkeämmältä. Ehkä ehdin tottua siihen niin muut versiot tuntuu 
vieraalta.” Developer/Specialist 

“This is a really good tool for general project management in an IT project. For actual development with CI/CD, I'd 
probably prefer Azure DevOps. In future projects, client company’s Jira should be the standard and then customers 
should have restricted access to e.g. Roadmap to see the progress.” Project Manager/Admin  

“In … project we started to Use Jira to follow up the time. I, as a PM, had troubles figuring out how to use the reports. 
Time management was not self explanatory and we struggled to follow up sprints and epics. I am sure I can learn to 
work with this, but I need some education and training. Also, in Lessons Learned, we in the team discussed that we 
should redo the entire timeplan from the original offer to the sprint plan. This is not unnormal, but not in practice in 
client company ... right now.” Project Manager/Admin  

“Correctly configured, it's very effective and easy” Developer/Specialist 

“I have actively used Jira in one project only. I like that we can integrate it to git which automates status updates for 
tasks. I found trying to find an old task difficult after a sprint was closed, in case I needed to refer to something.” 
Developer/Specialist 

“I have used Jira in a big scale IT implementation project as the main issue tracking system. Jira provides easily 
configurable filters for personal views and a good and easy to use kanban board. Since Jira is a web based software, it 
can be used easily from anywhere and if required, also by phone. Additionally, in Jira it was easy to get reports and 
visualizations for the progress and have them combined in one view. Also on the individual tickets it was easy to track 
the ticket history and set the priority and assign it forward. What could have been improved was the labeling of the 
tickets, because there seemed to be limited amount of extra fields that can be utilized, but that could have also been 
due to a poor set up for the system. I don't have much experience from other issue tracking systems besides Jira and 
Service Now, but I'd pick Jira any day due to the user experience and ease of use it has.” Business Consultant 

“Good:  boards, dashboards, project templates. Bad: timestamps's format problems, visuality, data format when 
exporting data” Project Manager/Admin  
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Annex 3 Instructions for using Jira in the chosen business area 
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